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Jule© 

Reversible dress / tunic model Jule   

The model "Jule" is a wonderful reversible dress with double contrast fabric, bow, 
pocket and long like a tunic. Sewing is fun this way! Sew only once for two beautiful 
dresses. The dress is not just for summer - it can easily be combined with a t-shirt and 
tights underneath in winter. 
Recommended fabrics: cotton, light denim, baby corduroy 

Recommended linings:cotton 

Before cutting out the garment pieces, add seam allowances to the original contours: 

Seam allowance 1 cm/025⁄64 in. No need to add hem allowance, the dress is fully 

lined.Lay out the pattern pieces on a double layer of fabric (right sides facing). Fabric 

width 140 cm /551⁄8 in!

Size   Fabric length Lining length

6M/9M   40 cm/153⁄4 in    40 cm/153⁄4  in

12M/18M  45 cm/173⁄4 in 45 cm/173⁄4 in

2Y/3Y   50 cm/1911⁄16 in   50 cm/1911⁄16 in 

4Y/5Y                         55 cm/215⁄8 in    55 cm/215⁄8 in 

6Y/7Y                         60 cm/235⁄8 in    60 cm/235⁄8 in 

8Y/9Y                         67 cm/263⁄8 in    67 cm/263⁄8 in 

Important for e-book: 

“Page, Sizing and Handling” should be set to “Actual size”. No scaling is required to print. 

Printing orientation should be set to “Portrait.”  

Please check that the measure square on the print!is 5 cm/!315⁄16 in
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Put the right sides face-to-
face and pin along the 
edge. Sew them together 
along the edge, leaving the 
lower edge open. Trim the 
remaining seam allowance.

Turn the right sides inside-

out.A wooden spoon may 

be helpful.

Iron the four bows and 

topstitch along the edge.
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For the patch pockets put 
the right sides face to face 
and pin them along the 
edge.Sew them together, 
leaving an opening along 
the top edge.

Trim the seam allowance 
and turn inside-out. Sew 
the pockets along the 
edge,closing the opening 
at the top.

Mark the position of the 
patch pockets on the front 
piece with pins.


